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Abstract. In this article we have shown the necessity of establishing Regional radiological
laboratories in the Republic of Tajikistan. Indeed, the considerable length of Tajikistan's
border with such states as Afghanistan and China and taking into account today '.s situation
in Afghanistan there is a possibility of using the territory of the Republic of Tajikistan for
illicit trafficking of nuclear material and penetrating of nuclear terrorist in other countries
through Tajikistan's border. In this connection, in frontier districts, which can be used for
export and import of goods, it is necessary to establish radiological laboratories with the
purpose of prevention of illicit trafficking of nuclear materials. To establish these
laboratories the Republic of Tajikistan has need for international financing and international
organizations' assistance.

After USSR disintegration and gaming sovereignty by former Soviet Union republics,
Central Asian States became object of interest of global community. This interest is natural
since Central Asian Region is one of the richest and incompletely developed regions of the
world. Even more the scientific world knows that first Soviet A-bomb was made with Tajik
uranium.

Mass media has wrote and writes much about uranium deposits, development and production
of uranium in Tajikistan. Sometimes information infiltrates in the press as if we have illicit
trafficking of radioactive materials (even enriched uranium) in Tajikistan. But we want to
assure world community, that Tajikistan's factories and plants for uranium enrichment have
been working improperly because of lack of raw material for a long period of time (even
during the USSR time). Having become sovereign the Republic of Tajikistan was involved in
inter Tajik conflict, which turned to civil war. That is why many scientists, specialists, and
experts working in the field of nuclear technology (most of specialists were visitants from
other NIS countries) have left the Republic of Tajikistan forever. As a result, factories in such
cities as Chkalovsk, Taboshar, Adrasmon (Nothern Tajikistan) practically halted.

Indeed, during the USSR period its mining industry utilized only small percentage (5-10
percents) of the large amount of mountainous raw nuclear material, and the its main part was
accumulated in depositories. As a rule, the placed wastes contain a number of chemical
elements and compounds threatening to environment, including health of people, animals, and
plants. Repositories of Tajikistan's mining industry are in critical state. The main
radionuclides in these depositories are: uranium, radium, polonium, thorium, antimony, and
quicksilver, which are dangerous for environment.

Unfortunately, considerable capital is required for preservation and rehabilitation of
depositories. Tajikistan industry does not have such capital and the economy of the Republic
is not able yet to solve this problem itself.
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Since today there is a solid peace in Tajikistan and people are engaged in creative work, there
is a need to restore and reestablish departmental and factory laboratories for realization of
various analysis of inherited nuclear materials, particularly, radioactive wastes, tailing dumps,
etc. and to develop techniques and ways of safe storage of nuclear materials.

At present there is a good factory laboratory in Chkalovsk's plant. The laboratory completed
with qualified personnel that is able to carry out various radiology, dosimeter, nuclear
spectroscopy and etc. analyses. Ministry of Extreme Situations, Republican Sanitary Station,
Tajik National State University, Physico Technical Institute of Academy of Sciences of the
Republic of Tajikistan also own such good laboratories (though less equipped) with qualified
personnel. However all these laboratories are in distress because of lack of modern
experimental and measuring equipment.

Despite of the small territory, the Republic of Tajikistan has special geopolitical location,
since her neighbors are Afghanistan and other Central Asian States and is located near such
nuclear states as China, India, and Pakistan. The small Tajikistan has 1382 kilometers of
border with China, and 511 kilometers of border with Afghanistan. Some sites of border are
hard to protect. In the course of many years when it was a civil war in Afghanistan, and
especially during last years, when the country was ruled by Taliban and was the location of
international terrorism, the Government of Tajikistan faced not only the problem of
Tajikistan's safety but also the problem of non-admission of penetration of drugs through
Tajikistan to other countries, prevention of using the territory of Tajikistan for illicit
trafficking of nuclear materials and prevention of penetration of nuclear terrorists to
Tajikistan and other countries through Tajikistan.

Today this problem is still actual. And our experts and specialists face the decision of this
problem collide with the large difficulties because of lack of modern engineering equipment.
Unfortunately even the customs boundary services on the majority boundary posts have no
necessary devices (even dosimeters) for search of radioactive materials. As far as possible the
Regulating Authority of the Republic render the necessary help to structures having relation
to use, storage and control of radioactive and nuclear materials, but it is not enough for
effective work of all services. That is why it is urgent to establish regional laboratories
supplied by the necessary sensitive equipment for the express train - analysis (dosimeters,
spectrometers, etc.) in Tajikistan. In this aspect we would not refuse the help of the
colleagues, international funds and organizations.

PS. We apologize, that our report became a slightly political, but today world situation make
it impossible to live and work without politics.
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